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The Asset Update

US court authorizes seizure of Chinese company's 
assets 
11 Apr 2013 by Christoph Kober

In an unprecedented ruling, a Delaware court on March 28 appointed a court official to seize 
assets of Henan-based ZST Digital Networks to buy back shares of an investor who sued 
the company following an April 2012 accounting scandal.

"This case, which authorized seizure of a stonewalling Chinese company's assets as well as 
a court-ordered share buyback, should really give Chinese companies that trade in the US 
[a] pause," comments Ted Farris, a partner at New York-based law firm Dorsey & Whitney, 
in an e-mail. "This case will effectively prevent the company from even exiting the US in a 
go private transaction until it deals with the plaintiff shareholder who now has a US$32 
million put right."

The stake of the shareholder, Peter Deutsch, will be valued based on the last financial 
statement filed with the SEC - a 750% premium to the current share price in the OTC 
market.

ZST Digital supplies digital and optical equipment to cable equipment operators, and was 
incorporated in the US state of Delaware in 2006. Common shares became publicly traded 
in 2009 through a reverse merger - that is, the acquisition of a public company to circumvent 
the lengthy review an initial public offering entails. In April, an investigation against the 
company on grounds of inflated sales figures and false tax payment claims was announced. 
ZST Digital subsequently 'went dark' in August 2012 when it ceased to file financial 
statements with the SEC.

The plaintiff Deutsch had sought access to the company's books and records, which was 
met with the reply he would need to travel to mainland China in order to do so. As he was 
not willing to travel to China, he filed suit demanding that the documents are to be produced 
in the US. Since the company failed to respond, a so-called 'default judgment' was entered 
in December 2012, which ultimately spawned the March 28 ruling.

"Although, as a practical matter, it may be extremely difficult for the receiver [court official] to 
reach the company's assets which are all in China," Farris explains, "the case unveils a 
potentially powerful new weapon to enforce US corporate-law standards on Chinese 
companies that are incorporated in the US and have shares traded in US markets. The 
ruling may further encourage China-based companies to consider exiting US securities 
markets."

The plaintiff alleged the company to have 'gone dark' to depress its stock prices and thereby 
make a going-private transaction less costly. More than 100 Chinese companies have 'gone 
dark' or 'gone private' since January 1 2008, according to Farris.

As a result of securities fraud allegations, the company's share price declined from a US$11 
high in January 2010 to just US$1.09 in the OTC market on April 10. Deutsch's put option 
on his roughly 3.9 million shares is valued at a share price of US$8.21, based on third 
quarter 2011 financial statement with the SEC.

The company's auditor, BDO, had resigned from the mandate in March 2012. The Hong 
Kong office of BDO was not available for comment.
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